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On the Cutting Edge of Wine

W

e all know that creating a great
wine program today takes more
than a great passion for wine or
even extensive wine knowledge. Wine is serious business now. But if we combine strategic
thinking about the wine program, a real sense
of fun and high-tech tools, we can create a
great wine destination that not only satisﬁes
but also excites the guest, and does the same
for the bottom line.
First, a reality check: It is no longer okay to
oﬀer generic or low-end “house wines” with
one or more kinky trade-ups based on personal
preferences, distributor deals or worse. To be
competitive (not even proactive) you must oﬀer
great value, great tasting wines by the glass at
entry level pricing with at least one trade-up
tier of wines. What’s more, these wines must
provide the customer with a variety of choices
at aﬀordable price points consistent with the
value perception of the food menu.

High-tech wine storage and dispensing systems ensure freshness, supporting extensive
and innovative wine-by-the-glass programs.
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If you are looking to be proactive, we’re
talking more choices that better entertain the
customer, and that means a wine preservation
system that ensures a fresh glass of wine every
time. Beyond that, consider a wireless Internetenabled inventory and revenue enhancement
system to maximize sales capture and ensure
that every bartender trades up as often as possible for the beneﬁt of all concerned.
For better wine entertainment, we’re talking ﬂights of wines with attractive, intelligent,
easy-to-read and understand tasting placemats,
preferably ones designed to permit the guest to
make personal tasting notes for later reference.
Oﬀer three glasses in a ﬂight—two ounces
each in seven-ounce tasting glasses for still wines
and four-ounce Champagne banquet ﬂutes.
Consider glassware with a logo at the pour line to
guarantee the beverage cost is protected while at
the same time reinforcing your branding. In addition, this ensures that one does not over-serve,
as it equals a regular full six-ounce glass portion.
Also, be sure that all three wines samples are of
approximately the same quality. There is nothing
worse than having one or two glasses disappoint;
it spells poor perceived value on the part of the
customer and it is the last ﬂight of wines that
customer will ever try at your restaurant.
Be sure to select tasting ﬂ ight wines for
their quality and superior value, because they
truly best reﬂect the beauty of their appellations and the unique qualities one would
expect from them at that price point. Do not
select them based on your friendship with
your favorite wine suppliers or because you
just returned from a golf or NASCAR event
courtesy of one of the big wine consortiums.
The latest trend is blind ﬂ ights, which even
better educates your guests and becomes a
competitive game among friends to be the
ﬁrst or only one who breaks the code.
For better wine preservation, we’re talking
a commercial grade system that can guarantee
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Combining fun with new technologies can spark wine programs and drive proﬁts.
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a fresh glass of wine every time and maintain
that guarantee for up to 21 days if necessary
once a bottle is opened. Th is is particularly
important for your most expensive wines;
those that contribute to the positioning of
your wine program and are very proﬁtable
per sale, but that generate low sales volume.
Numerous systems are available; evaluate
each carefully to see which best ﬁts your
preservation, merchandising, operational and
budgetary requirements. The key is to practice “guaranteed fresh:” Your customers are
paying full value, so you are obligated to serve
a fresh glass of wine every time, not simply
most of the time.
For better wine (not to mention beer and
spirits) sales capture and revenue enhancement, we’re talking third generation wireless
Internet-enabled POS and reporting systems
that eliminate the “bartender’s share” (which
is generally agreed to be 20 percent or more of

sales). Ideally, these systems provide management reports that detail inventory and sales
numbers almost to the instant and may even
incorporate a remote access feature to allow
you to go on any computer terminal in the
world to view activity at your single restaurant
or bar or your 10,000 restaurants and bars.
These strategic, entertaining and cuttingedge beverage revenue enhancement practices
and technologies are precisely how an increasing number of bars and restaurants around the
world are improving customer satisfaction along
with wine revenues and proﬁts. Dare to make a
diﬀerence and you’ll never turn back.
z
Fred Tibbitts, Jr, is an international wine
writer and global wine consultant to top international chain hotels and restaurants. He also
leads educational trips to the world’s top wine
producing countries, international wine conferences and expos.
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